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8:46 p.m. 
 
squirming kinesis 
     only exhales 
 
a green idea 
       (this is not a song not a song not a song) 
 
I am gathering 
  (they tear bloody like birth) 
 
black cats for the tea party  
        it is 8:46 p.m. 
               and you speak slowly 
 
(rinsing off exact time 
          with tiny self-sharpening flowers) 
 
the parentheses speak no truths  
    (other than the ones we clot with razor to ice) 
 
(the parentheses speak no truths  

other than the unmagical) 
 
night has come. 
 
we are drenched 
   with putrescence  
       and violets. 
 
 10.14-15.2005 
 



Dream 10.8.2005 
 
road, sea,  
roar, I remember my dream —sun falls thru 
the sky’s protoplasm.   
I peel it back, grin 
behind the prison of clouds that shadow the land 
so blue.  (I am stained  
with flowers.)  The daylight serene 
between  
sneezes, gently opening and closing its eyes.  someone  
knocks 
at my flowerdoor, keeps knocking and knocking.  whoisit,  
I ask, but (dear god) only the portrait of the ocean hanging  
around the doorframe says anything to me.   
 
               I see  
a dirty child holding a flower and clean  
her off.  The tree-echoes 
back it couldn’t happen, we had no  
history.  road, sea,  
roar, I remember my dream—walk the boulevard, turning snowy  
and you would 
 will you 
follow me? 
 
10.8.2005 
     
 



Persephone Drives South 
 
NEVER ought not to repeated          
             although 
the road (I-95) (South) she traveled 

down once a week for nearly  
a year  did nothing to help her justify      the salt  

in her cup       & once reaching US-1 (make a left) 
 she held her breath  

in her left hand 
wondered what to punch with her right, fist cracking 
the pomegranate seed. 
 
7.13.2005 



[Fractured] 
 
dead mosquitoes on the edge of summer, suppose we had 
no money what would we buy perfection masturbates to 
the spawn of jars meticulously mating with when & 
whenif the ground’s electrons beckon lightning I try to 
tell myself it is not necessary to think cruelty has a 
conscience I try to tell you it is not necessary to think I 
am conscious while we fuck—not my best but not my 
worst(I am afraid)— 
try leaving no stain when the door is jammed if a life can 
be changed like this grain by grain I will bomb your 
tongue until it is crumbs of my old school my old best 
friend the silence of the day  right here fractured.   
 
9.17.2005 



hearing the shadows grow over the colorless garden 
 
as I have done before, hearing the light pour over a knife, hearing the shadows grow over 
the colorless garden, I am coming to that before me (you), white (pages) the edges of our 
home.  quick kiss me.  use electronics.  I see your reaction (green) as if standing in front 
your mirror.  More time…you slam your body against the three-walled peninsula.  only 
your two eyes remain.   
 
11.12.2005 
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